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Understanding the operation of a RDE requires a basic thermodynamic model. The requirements for this model 
are driven by its suitability as an initial analysis tool of a RDE in much the same way that a Brayton cycle model is 
used for preliminary analysis of gas turbines. The model must be one-dimensional and independent of flow 
geometry. There must be means to account for the first order effects of thermodynamic states and an accounting of 
loss mechanisms. An assessment of efficiency and performance must be made with a reasonable degree of fidelity. 
Common thermodynamic equations of state should be used and the chemistry of combustion should be manifest 
only as heat added and appropriate gas constants. Above all, the model must be understandable at a fundamental 
level. 

A thermodynamic assessment is made of a rotating detonation wave engine for the purpose of creating a 
parametric model. This model is based on a ZND (Zeldovitch-von Neumann-Doring)6 analysis modified by the use 
of the Rankine-Hugoniot equations and the application of a vector analysis of the upstream conditions. This model is 
compared to the thermodynamic cycle based on data from a computational simulation of an RDE. 

With some adjustments, the modified ZND model approximates many features of the computational model. 
Further refinements should improve the predictability of the model. This model provides a reasoned thermodynamic 
basis for theoretical understanding, design and testing of RDE’s. 

II. Numerical Simulation  
The simulation method is documented in a separate paper by Schwer and Kailasanath7 and will not be discussed 

in detail. In summary, a premixture of hydrogen-air is injected through micro-nozzles along the inlet wall. The 
model is a two-dimensional Euler computation without heat or viscous diffusion. The chemistry of combustion is an 
induction parameter model. 

The modeled chamber is 14 cm in diameter by 17.7 cm long and is modeled on a 0.2 mm x 0.2 mm grid. The 
heat added is 3.5500e10 erg/gm. The molecular weight of the reactants is 20.9167. Specific heats were extracted 
from the simulation are 1.4256 for the reactants and 1.2412 for the products. The gas constants are 3.975e6 
erg/gm/K for reactants and 3.477e6 erg/gm/K for products. 

 

III. RDE General Features 
A proper model of the thermodynamic cycle requires an understanding of the transfer of energy in an RDE. 

There are many processes involved, and only the most significant will be discussed. The wave will be conceptually 
treated as a shock wave with heat addition, as in the traditional ZND analysis. The transfer of energy through the 
wave can be followed through a series of vector diagrams along streamlines of relative flow in the rotating frame of 
reference, and the corresponding path lines in the fixed frame of reference. These same streamlines form the basis 
for an enthalpy-entropy cycle analysis. For a number of reasons, the streamlines exhibit distinct thermodynamic 
cycles. However, the streamline cycles are not so different as to exclude a generalized RDE cycle that will be the 
basis of the one-dimensional model. Before the streamlines are discussed, a description of the basic features of the 
RDE will create a useful vocabulary. Investigators including Hishida8 have explored many of these features. 
 

 
Figure 2. Unrolled RDE contour of stagnation enthalpy and major features. 
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• Detonation non-idealities
– Incomplete fuel/air mixing
– Fuel/air charge stratification
– Mixture leakage (incomplete heat release)
– Parasitic combustion:

• Premature ignition (e.g., burnt/unburnt interface)
• Stabilization of deflagration (flame)

– Detonation-induced flow instabilities
• Richtmyer-Meshkov (R-M) instability
• Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) instability

• They lead to loss in pressure gain
– Linked to loss of detonation propagation

• Additional losses exist during flow expansion
– Secondary shock and (multiple) oblique shock 
– Flow instabilities (e.g., K-H instability)
– Mixture leakage through burn/unburnt interface

Fuel 

Oxidizer 

Gap 

Overarching goal: 
investigate non-idealities and their link to loss of pressure gain



Today we will discuss

• Experimental component:
– Update on experimental development
– Overview of race track RDE work

• Mixing measurements (sector, steady flow)
• Parasitic combustion effects

– On going work

• Computational component:
– Effect of injector mixing on detonation propagation
– Effect of stratification



Outline

• Introduction to the problem and general approach

• Experimental activities

• Computational activities



RDE experimental program at U-M
• Injector sector subassembly

– Unwrapped sector of RDE injector
– Unit problem studies

• Mixing effectiveness
• Shock-induced mixing

• Round RDE (6” diameter)
– Operational with H2/Air, various flow rates and equivalence ratios
– Expanded to operate with multi-component fuels (hydrocarbon blends)

• Working toward stabilizing HC blends (syngas and NG applications)
– Instrumentation development is continuously ongoing

• Combination imaging and quantitative measurements of state

• Optical RDE (Race-Track RDE)
– Fundamental physics in RDE-relevant flowfield
– Equivalent to 12” round RDE
– Used for flowfield measurements using laser diagnostics

under RDE relevant conditions
• Imaging for mixing, detonation structure, injector response studies



RDE test facility
• Some upgrades made since last year

– Needed to operate racetrack RDE

• Staged operation:
– Ignition at low flow rates 
– Fuel/air ramp up to operating flow

rate (up to 1 kg/s)
• Use staging to:

– Ignition sequence
– Transition between fuel types
– Conduct transient studies, e.g.:

• Variable equivalence ratio at fixed mass flow rate
• Variable flow rate at fixed equivalence ratio

Air response

Ignition

Fuel response
Fuel valve

1 s 4 s

Low setpoint
High setpoint
No flow setpoint
Open

Test time

Closed

Air valve

Air mass flux, kg m-2 s-1

f



Racetrack RDE concept

• Key constrains:
– Allows for imaging
– Similar to round configuration

• Configuration:
– Two straight sections, connected by half circles
– Straight sections for imaging, curved sections to complete the circuit
– Each section is equivalent to half of the round RDE

• Internal geometry is nearly identical to that of the round RDE
• Injector dynamics depend on operational frequency, therefore the RT-RDE needs 

to have a circuit length that is an integer multiple of the MRDE
– Double the length of round RDE
– Requires operation with two waves

!

" = $! " = $!

Round Racetrack



Axial, low(er) loss inlet configuration

Detonation
channel

(Air)
plenum (Fuel)

plenum

Air/fuel
injector

Exhausted

Flow
recirculation

Radial fuel 
stratification
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Mass flux

Axial
Radial
SIJ



MIXING MEASUREMENTS IN 
INJECTOR SECTOR



Injector sector subassembly

• Unwrapped sector of 6” round RDE
– Same axial air inlet flowpath/fuel injector 

geometry of round and racetrack RDE
– 1/8th diameter equivalent of round RDE
– Optical access for laser diagnostics
– Steady operation

• Used in support of:
– Mixing measurements (steady state)
– Injector flowfield evaluation

Air port

Air plenum

Discrete 
injector
portholes 

Side window for 
lateral laser sheet 
entrance

Front window for 
imaging

Laser Mixing region

Region of interest

Air



Injector sector subassembly: example of use

Incoming laser beam 
(e.g., 266 nm at 10 Hz)

Reference fluorescence cell 
(e.g., shot-to-shot 

corrections)

Injector sector

Detonation
channel

(Air)
plenum

(Fuel)
plenum

Air inlet

Exhausted

Flow
recirculation

Radial 
stratification
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r w
al

l

Ou
te
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al

l

Flow visualization 
(schlieren)

Mixture 
fraction

Sheet forming optics



Important parameters affecting mixing
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Axial air inlet flowfield (Cold-flow visualization on linearized sector)

Air

He

He jet

200 g/s, f *= 1 400 g/s, f* = 1

Choked

Radial 
stratification

0
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Mean injectant mole fraction field
(midplane of fuel injector)

J 0.61 1.07 2.17 0.55 2.14 0.42 1.20
Ma/AMF [kg/m2s] 0.55 / 40 0.65 / 70 1.00 / 70



INVESTIGATE PARASITIC 
COMBUSTION IN RACETRACK RDE



Air mass flux, kg m-2 s-1

f

RT-RDE: it sort of works!

• Ignites at low flow rate at equivalence 
ratio of 0.6

• Ramp up flow rates to a final set point

• Total run time of 5 second

Transition to 
final state

Final set point



Operation of round RDE and RT-RDE is fairly similar
• We have characterized the operation of the racetrack to ensure it 

operates similarly to the round RDE:
–Plenum Pressures: air plenum pressures match, fuel plenum pressure 

increase. Stiffer fuel injectors.
–Momentum Flux Ratio: shifted operational regime.
–CTAP: same normalized profile, increased back pressure causes shift in 

absolute profile.
–Wave Speed: speeds are approximately 80 m/s slower than equivalent 

MRDE wave.
–Spectral Content: broader tones, caused by increased instability induced 

by round-to-curved transition points.



Slapping

Four modes of operation



Exploring schlieren/shadowgraph imaging in the RT-RDE

Light source
Collimate 
light beam

Collimating 
optics

High speed camera

Beam expander

Beam splitter Band-pass 
filter

Reflecting surface

Window



130 mm

First round of schlieren imaging in straight section

• Modified the hardware and optical setup three times to get it to work
• Quality not quite there yet
• We have modified the hardware (to be delivered )
• We are improving the Schlieren imaging system (better optics, higher signals) to evaluate:

– Detonation wave position and structure
– Injector response and flow structure

Imaged region

44
 m

m

Framing rate: 170,000 fps



Exploring parasitic combustion with the RT-RDE

• High-speed chemiluminescence 
movies of OH* emission
– Spectral range from 305 – 310 nm 

(bandpass filter)

– Used to mark regions of heat release

– Framing rate: 80 kfps

– Exposure: 2 µs

– Longer exposure to emphasize 
regions where deflagration occurs

Imaged region

Target operation

Additional cases



Exploring parasitic combustion with the RT-RDE (1)
• Operation conditions:

– Fuel: Hydrogen
– Equivalence ratio: 1.3
– Mass flow rate: 0.6 kg/s

Imaged region

Line of injection

Air inlet

Exhaust

63
 m

m

175 mm (~78% of straight section)

52
 m

m
(~

50
%
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f h
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gh
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Exploring parasitic combustion with the RT-RDE (2)
• Operation conditions:

– Fuel: Hydrogen
– Equivalence ratio: 1.0
– Mass flow rate: 0.6 kg/s

Imaged region

Line of injection

Air inlet

Exhaust

63
 m

m

175 mm (~78% of straight section)

52
 m

m
(~

50
%

 o
f h

ei
gh

t)



Other modes

Three-wave

Chaotic

Slapping



Ti
m

e

0µs

37.5 µs

75 µs

112.5 µs

150 µs

150 µs

187.5 µs

Time sequence example:
• Long exposure (2 µs, high gain) 

to emphasize parasitic 
combustion

• After contrast stretching to 
emphasize regions of parasitic 
combustion

0.6 kg/s, f = 1.3



Time sequence example:

• Long exposure (2 µs, high gain) 
to emphasize parasitic 
combustion

• After contrast stretching to 
emphasize regions of parasitic 
combustion

• Down-sampled to capture only 
the most important features Ti

m
e

0.6 kg/s, f = 1.3



Detonation wave
Distributed combustion (partial pre-

ignition) through most of the fill

region partially consumes fresh

mixture, practically vitiating the

entire region before the wave arrives

New fill region, 

no combustion

Interface
Post detonation gas

Fresh mixture

New wave

Steady burning 

(overfilling)

(Auto-)ignition 

kernels

First contact burning layer L1

L1

L2Second contact burning layer,

typically initiated near fuel injector:

• Injector edge heating

• Products back-flow into plenums

• Flameholding in flow separated

regions

Non-burning, buffer layer 

associated with differential 

response of  air/fuel injectors 

Distributed combustion regions

First wave has passed, but reaction 

continues and completes behind 

the detonation wave

0.6 kg/s, f = 1.3



Summary of parasitic combustion evolution
1

2

4

6

5

3

1. Trailing oblique shock
2. Post-detonation products
3. Buffer layer (pure fuel or pure air)
4. Air inlet 
5. Steady flow, non-vitiated fill region
6. Partially reacted/vitiated fill region
7. Detonation wave
8. Fuel injection ports

7

8



Combustion dynamics can result in a complex distribution of air/fuel/products

1. Air inlet
2. Steady non-vitiated fill region
3. Partially vitiated fill region
4. Buffer region
5. Products

A

2

1

3

4

5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Contact burning

Contact burning
In

le
t

Ex
ha

us
t



Parasitic combustion decreases pressure rise

• Main effects of vitiation on detonation properties:
– Pre-detonation temperature is higher
– Less heat is released across the wave
– Wave is slower:
– Pressure rise is lower:

a moles of fuel

b moles of air

Adiabatic
mix

Reactant
mixture at f

3

1

2

Detonation wave

CJ
DCJ

o

pCJ
o

“Neat” CJ state

Neat fresh mixture path:

Vitiated fresh mixture path:

DCJ DCJ
o<
pCJ pCJo<

Adiabatic
mix (frozen)

Adiabatic
mix

a moles of fuel

b moles of air

Mixture 
at f

3

1

2

1-z

z HP 
equilibrium

–

4

[cF, cO = 1- cF]

[ck]4
T4 > T3

[ck]5
T4 > T5 > T3

5

Detonation wave

CJ
DCJ

pCJ

“Vitiated” CJ state



Vitiation slows the wave and decreases pressure rise
Hydrogen/air detonations, constant initial conditions

f = 0.6 f = 1.2

DCJ DCJ
o/

pCJ pCJ
o/

Range of 
observed 

values



Vitiation slows the wave and decreases pressure rise

• Degree of vitiation can be affected by:
– Geometry
– Flowfield structure (e.g., flow separation regions)
– Unsteadiness of the flow (scavenging)

• Vitiation may be one of various causes for loss of pressure rise; others might be:
– Curvature effects
– Lateral relief
– Incomplete mixing
– Partial heat release (incomplete combustion)

Hydrogen/air detonations, constant initial conditions

f = 0.6 f = 1.2

DCJ DCJ
o/

pCJ pCJ
o/

Range of 
observed 

values



Base pressure

Peak pressure

Mean pressure

W/DCJ

Comparison with measurements



Comparison with measurements

Chamber to air plenum mean pressure ratio

Radial (AFRL)

Axial (U-M)

Axial (U-M)



Comparison with measurements

Axial (U-M)
Radial
SIJ



Lesson learnt
• Mixing under steady operation is fairly rapid

– How different is unsteady mixing?

• Racetrack was demonstrated to behave similarly to a round RDE
– However, additional wave reflections at straight-to-curve transitions are found, 

limits operation stability

• About the distribution of heat release
– Not all heat is released across the detonation wave

• Mixture leakage, possibly due to instantaneous unmixedness
• Parasitic combustion consumes mixture before wave arrival (partial pre-ignition)

– Complex distribution of parasitic combustion regions
• Depends on operating conditions
• Possibly affected by differential response of air inlet / fuel injector
• Scavenging and backflow might play a role

• Leakage and parasitic combustion can:
– Effectively vitiate fresh mixture
– Reduces wave speed and peak pressure across wave



Next steps for experimental program
• Steady mixing

– Improving measurement system to reduce uncertainties
– New calibration cells just delivered
– Repeat measurements over range of J, Mach numbers, and on different planes

• Racetrack RDE
– Conduct visualizations (schlieren/shadowgraph) to visualize response of air inlet 

and fuel injector
– OH PLIF imaging to identify location of detonation wave vs deflagration regions
– (Qualitative) mixing measurements to evaluate

• Acetone PLIF measurements
• Unsteady mixing characteristics
• Air inlet and fuel injector response



Outline
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Detonation Structures 
in Stratified Flows

Supraj Prakash, Takuma Sato, Venkat Raman



UM Computational Program on RDEs

Turbulent Jet 
Region

Laminar Jet
Region

Basic 
Research Full scale systems 

• Scalable Solvers 
• Full Chemistry

k

E
(k
)

101 102
10-6

10-5

10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

k-5/3

k-5

Figure 2. Spectrum of HIT DNS for inflow velocity boundary condition generation.

numerical algorithm is energy conserving, lack of resolution should technically lead to energy pile-up at the
small scales, which was not observed here. The size of the box is h, which is identical to the y-z plane
size in the main flame simulation. The Kolmogorov lengthscale is roughly half of the grid size, indicating
that the grid resolution is four times coarser than the reacting DNS. A linear forcing is imposed4,5 until the
turbulence is in a statistically stationary state. The kinetic energy spectrum corresponding to this HIT is
given in Fig. 2. It is seen that in spite of the coarse mesh size, a small region of inertial range scaling is
found, followed by the steeper decay of energy associated with the dissipation scales. The inflow turbulent
field is stored in a file and read by the main DNS such that turbulent lengthscales are kept the same. It
includes an assumption that the bulk streamwise velocity does not alter the turbulent information. With
this approach, a DNS with a controlled flame location is equivalence to a stationary turbulence through
which a flame front evolves6 in space. For all the computations, the flame front is initialed as a thin sheet,
with a regularized jump condition applied over five grid points in the streamwise direction. This is close to
the real flame thickness under stoichiometric conditions. Initially, density and velocity conditions across the
flame front are carefully selected to ensure mass and momentum conservations.

Two di↵erent cases with stratification was studied, named large scale stratification (LSS) and small scale
stratification (SSS). For both these cases, the inflow turbulent field fed to the main flame simulation is
identical, but the di↵erence lies in the introduction of the scalar field. The objective of these studies is to
introduce equivalence ratio fluctuations such that the flame front experiences time-evolving fuel-to-air ratios.
In the case of the LSS, the fuel-air ratio is introduced as a uniform value in the inlet plane but changes in
time from an initial value of 2 to 0 over 1ms, which is roughly equivalent to 3/4 of a flow-through time.
In the SSS case, a spectrum of length scales is used to generate a three-dimensional scalar field of mixture

Figure 3. A decaying passive scalar field transported using a turbulent flow field in the streamwise direction.
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Effect of Fuel Stratification

• Fuel-air mixing not 
complete before wave 
arrives 

• Strong spatial variations in 
equivalence ratio


• What is the effect of such 
variations 

• Structure of detonations in 
stratified mixtures



LMDE Configuration

• Canonical RDE geometry 

• 15 premixed injectors of 2.5 mm diameter 

• 6.4 mm center-to-center spacing 

• Pulse detonation engine (PDE) inflow

Burr, J. R., and Yu, K., “Detonation Wave Propagation in Cross-Flow of Discretely Spaced 
Reactant Jets,”53rd AIAA/SAE/ASEE Joint Propulsion Conference, 2017, p. 4908.

T0 = 297 K   
P0 = 1 atm

H2-O2 pre-mixed injectors

Air

!		 #$ % &'(



Detonation Structure



LMDE Detonation Wave 

• Clear presence of triple 
points 

• Reaction zone broadens 
with bands of deflagration 
zones

y [m]

x [m]

y [m]

x [m]

P [atm]

Detonation edge height as shock 
and reaction fronts separate



Detonation Wave Behavior in LMDE

• 3D detonation wave consists of complex reaction zone 

• Broadening reaction zone with detonation to deflagration regions


• Turbulent mixing of post-detonation and intermediary gases behind triple points

Numerical results closely resemble experimental detonation behavior 

Numerical Schlieren

Experimental Results



Detonation Analysis 
• Strong detonation at twice jet diameter 

• Transition to deflagration at 5.3-6.9 injector diameters from base 
of channel 

• Heat release local maxima in deflagration region


• Peak heat release at von Neumann pressure of H2-O2 detonation 

• Local maxima at ~42 atm - von Neumann condition


• Additional peaks correspond to triple point collisions

Rankine Hugoniot Relation Heat Release per Unit Volume Relation



Shock-normal Profiles
Pstatic
P0
Ma

H2
O2
H2O

H
O
OH

P

• Structure behind 
detonation wave affected 
by prior injectors 

• Complex reaction zone with 
multiple pressure peaks - 
fuel stratification affects 
profile 

• Residual post-detonation products 
from previous injectors captured in 
reaction zone


• 2 “buckets” corresponding to the 
2 processed injectors



Stratified Detonation

• H2/air fuel-air mixture 

• Air background mixture 

• Pamb = 0.5 atm


• Tamb = 297 K



Detonation Wave Behavior
• Triple points form as detonation wave interacts with fuel-air mixture 

• Detonation wave maintains regular “fish-scale” cell structure as detonation wave stabilizes 

• Variation in fuel-air mixture temporarily alter detonation cell size

x [m]

y [m]

x [m]

Instantaneous Pressure Maximum Pressure History



Detonation Onset and Turbulent Mixing
• Reflection of pressure waves from triple points sustain detonation wave  

• Complex reaction zone with residual post-detonation products mixture

x [m]

y [m] Numerical Schlieren



Shock Front Velocity
• Shock front acceleration shortly after fuel-air mixture patch - due to ignition delay 

• Locations of high shock front velocity corresponds to rich fuel-air regions 

• Slight decay in peak velocity with axial distance - due to drag effects of wave 
passing through background air

x [m]x [m]

Wave Propagation

UCJ =1954 m/s

y [m]

ϕ



Detonation Structure

• Presence of inert fluid prevents strong detonation 

• Different from conventional ZND structure



2D Unwrapped RDE with Multiple Fuels

• Verification with H2 chemistry — General structure
A: Detonation wave, B: Oblique shock 

C: Slip line, D: Secondary weak shock 

E: Region of mixture and product gases 

F: Blocked injection 

G: Unreacted gases 

C2H4/Air (AFRL geometry)
P0_inj = 10 atm,
T0_inj = 300K,
P_back = 1 atm
Air as oxidizer

Reproduced the similar flow field as the previous research

H2/Air (Verification)

Currently analysis on detail flow field is ongoing



Lessons Learnt

• Stratification alters the detonation structure 

• Post-detonation profiles different from 1D structure


• Stratification can lead to parasitic deflagration 

• Constant-pressure combustion significant in jet injection cases


• Pockets of non-detonated fuel-air mixtures in stratification cases


• Modeling potential 

• DNS shows that a reduced-order flamelet-type model is feasible for 
detonation


• Will allow detailed chemistry to be incorporated



Questions?


